Destination
Yerevan City tour # 1 includes:
 Republic Square - The main square of the capital, which is one
of the locals` favorite places,
 Opera House - The Armenian National Academic Theatre of
Opera and Ballet is located in the heart of Yerevan. It is not
only a cultural hub, but also an architectural masterpiece
designed by the Armenian architect Alexander Tamanyan. In
1937 the project was awarded the Grand Prize at the
international exhibition in Paris,
 Cascade complex – A unique architectural structure which
attracts thousands of tourists from all over the world,
 Matenadaran -The institute of ancient manuscripts and the
depositories of medieval books in different languages such as
Armenian, Arabic, Persian, Greek, Ethiopian, Syrian, Latin.
 Parliament House - The construction of the building of the
National Assembly began in 1948 and was completed in 1950.
The building was designed in 1947. It was originally the
building for the Central Committee of the Communist Party of
Armenia.
 Tsitsernakaberd - Armenian Genocide memorial complex
dedicated to the first Genocide of the 20th century,
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Yerevan City tour # 2 includes:
 Erebouni historical & archeological museum – Archeological
site dated 782 BC. It gives an excellent insight into daily life in
the palace of Argishti the 1st, one of the greatest kings of
Urartu.
 Matenadaran -The institute of ancient manuscripts and the
depositories of medieval books in different languages such as
Armenian, Arabic, Persian, Greek, Ethiopian, Syrian, Latin,
 Tsitsernakaberd - Armenian Genocide memorial complex
dedicated to the first Genocide of the 20th century,
 Ararat brandy factory - The production of Armenian brandy
can be dated back 1887, when an upper guild merchant
named Nerses Tairyants built the country's first combined
winery and distillery on the site of the former fortress of
Yerevan. Visit the museum of the factory, get acquainted with
the legends of ARARAT brandies, learn the 120 years old
history of Armenian brandy production,
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The prices refer to destinations according to specified number of people. Trips by car should be ordered a day before the trip or earlier. The prices include
transportation expenses, taxes and soft drinks. The prices don’t include entrance fees to historical and cultural attractions, museums and insurance. The tour
guide service is optional and the price depends on preferred language. In case you need guide service please contact us in advance and be notified that the
price is subject to additional changes. For the tours with duration of more than 6 hours we will have stops for the lunch in the local restaurants at an additional
price (3000-5500 AMD per person) according to your chosen lunch option.

